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Creatives,
Come
together.
Creativity and Spirituality unit
For too long creativity, beauty and imagination have been seen as an
optional extra compared to the real stuff of bible, doctrine, truth and ethics.
Creative expression can mistakenly be viewed as an ornamental, decorative
addition for those who are into it or an illustrative tool for preachers.
This unit dares to ask the question:

What happens when creativity
takes its place alongside theology,
bible and ethics as an integral
pathway to spiritual formation?
In Creativity and Spirituality, we do not ask this question seeking abstract
answers. Instead, you will be invited into an intentional process that will
develop your own personalised creative rhythms and integrate these into
your faith and spirituality.
Equal parts creative practice, personal reflection and theory exploration,
this unit will encourage anyone who wants to explore their creativity and
discover how it can nurture their spiritual formation.
You do not need to be a recognised artist or have an established body of
work to take this unit. This is for those who may be wanting to delve into
their creativity for the first time as well as those who wish to take the next
step in their creative expression.
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Unit
Instructor
Joel McKerrow is an award winning writer, speaker, educator, artist,
creativity specialist and, having performed for hundreds of thousands
of people throughout the world, is one of Australia’s most successful,
internationally touring, performance poets.
Based out of Melbourne, Australia he is the Artist Ambassador for the
aid and development organisation ‘TEARFUND Australia’ and was the
co-founder of community arts organisation, ‘The Centre for Poetics and
Justice’ (2010-2013). Joel was the third ever Australian representative at
the Individual World Poetry Slam Championships in the USA and is a highly
sought after speaker at conferences and festivals all over the world.
He has three published poetry books, one book around Spiritual Formation
and four spoken word/music albums. Joel has spent years on the faculty
and teaching staff at Tabor College Victoria and Whitley College Victoria
and is super excited to be teaching now with ACOM.

What does the year
look like?

What would you gain
from taking part?

The unit unpacks a process of creativity and
spirituality over 20 sessions. Spanning two trimesters
your journey of discovery will be supported through:

The unit has been designed specifically as a handson approach to creative practice and spiritual
formation. You will ‘get your hands dirty’.

• A community of practice hosted online by Joel
to coach your creativity

You will not just study creative theories; you will be
engaging in the very real practice of implementing
creative rhythms within your life, nurturing your
spiritual expression, and progressively developing a
major creative work which you can bring to the world.

• Over 20 videos from Joel filled with teaching,
inspiration, tips and tricks
• Curated resources filled with insight and wisdom
• Multiple exercises and activities to spark your
creativity
• Participate in a process designed to develop your
own original creative work
Trimester 2 | Starts 30th May, 2022
Trimester 3 | Finishes 27th November, 2022

Quick
Links

Current Students
Register via Moodle

Theory, practice and community will go hand-in-hand
as each session leads you through a creative process
that moves you from a blank page beginning to
having a fully developed creative outcome.
The unit is online and available for anyone throughout
Australia and is available to both Undergraduate and
Postgraduate students.
Audit enrolment available.

New or Returning Students
Enquire at acom.edu.au
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AND
HE
HAS
F
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OF
GOD,
WITH
SKILL,
WITH
INTELLIGENCE
WITH
KNOWLEDGE,
AND
WITH
ALL
CRAFTSMANSHIP, TO DEVISE ARTISTIC
DESIGNS,
TO
WORK
IN
GOLD
AND
S I LV E R A N D B R O N Z E , I N C U T T I N G S T O N E S
FOR SETTING, AND IN CARVING WOOD,
FOR
WORK
IN
E
V
E
R
Y
SKILLED
CRAFT.
―EXODUS 35 : 31 - 33
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Ready to start
your journey?
Call 1800 672 692 or
email info@acom.edu.au
to discuss your particular
training needs, or alternatively,
visit our website to enquire
(acom.edu.au)

Say
Hello!

Web / www.acom.edu.au Email / info@acom.edu.au Phone / 1800 672 692 Centres in / NSW | VIC | QLD | WA | ACT
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